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The Stable School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young 

people and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment. 

Owner: Dan Vincent/Katie Vincent 

The Stable School Senior Leadership Team have overall responsibility for this policy. 

This policy can be made available in larger print or more accessible format if required. 
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Introduction  

The Stable School will accept students who are classified as Gifted and Talented and ensure we offer 

an inclusive environment. 

 

Background 

It is the intention of the school to provide a curriculum and support that will enable each student 

who has been identified as gifted or talented to reach their full potential. This will be seen as an 

opportunity and not a problem.  

 

Many students who attend the Stable School have significant gaps in learning, and therefore their 

gifted status has often not been recognised by their previous educational setting. The Stable School 

aims to see through these gaps to identify our students’ innate ability. We will then nurture their 

gifts and support them to achieve their potential and a fulfilling life and career.   Progression routes 

to achieve this might include both A-levels and University. 

English as an additional language 

If students who have English as an additional language are identified as Gifted and Talented, we will 

ensure they have equality of access to curriculum and school provision.  

 

Definition 

A gifted students is one who is in the top 5-10% of the student population of the school or class 

group (DfE definition) and ‘has the capacity for or demonstrates high levels of performance in an 

academic year’  

 

A talented student is one who is in the top 5-10% of the pupil population at the school or class group 

with a specific ability in a non- academic area.  

 

What we will do 

Careful observation in a small class setting combined with Baseline testing, successfully identifies 

those young people ranked in the top 90th Percentile nationally (NPR) in Maths and English. It must 

be recognised though, that even gifted students may not be in a position to learn when they first 

join our school. Our first step is to eradicate the anxiety surrounding school attendance through a 

nurturing environment and sense of fun. Academic progress is only ever possible when students feel 

valued and safe. 

Provision & approach 

Once gifted students are ready to progress from our nurture groups, we can put in place the 

following provision: 

• Stage not age: at the Stable School gifted students are not curtailed by academic year 

groups or chronological age – if they are ready to study for GCSEs, we will facilitate that, no 

matter how young. 

• Early entry: gifted students will have the opportunity to sit Functional Skills exams and a 

range of GCSEs prior to Year 11. They will then have a chance to ‘improve’ on these results in 

subsequent years, or switch to another area of study. 
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• 1-1 tutoring: if gifted students profess a strong interest in a particular subject, we will do our 

utmost to provide opportunities for study in this area. As a small site with limited space and 

access to subject specialists, this may involve bringing in outside tutors or partnerships with 

other schools. 

• Aspiration: ambition and aspiration are embedded across our whole curriculum, and in 

particular within our Careers and Motional sessions. Gifted students with barriers to learning 

such as Dyslexia and Dysgraphia are encouraged to ‘think big,’ often for the first time in their 

school careers. Ways to enhance UCAS applications are discussed within Motional sessions 

and young people are given the opportunity to get involved in student journalism. University 

becomes normalised through regular visits to our local campus to attend the likes of 

Forensic and Storytelling workshops. 

• Five GCSEs+: all GCSE capable students will aim to sit at least five GCSEs, so they have no 

academic barriers to further education even if they do not wish to pursue A-levels at this 

particular time.   

 

Review  

This policy will be reviewed annually but may be reviewed more frequently in light of legislative 

change, national good practice guidance or actual events in school.  

 


